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FROM DIANE

Hello :-),
As we start the New Year there has been a lot of
weather events across the globe including
where we live. We have been in a drought for
years and El Nino is a blessing for the health
and sustained life of our forest. The pine
beetles have taken over the pines trees because
of their compromised immune systems. We are
not the only ones that require keeping our
immune systems healthy as Serione’ has stated
in previous newsletters.
Last year went by extremely fast and it was the
year of mirrors. We definitely experienced a
share of this in our household and have learned
a great deal regarding steps of action for a
favorable outcome.
As well as, accepting
ourselves for where we are in our growth
process and the patience as our path unfolds
and reveals the next phase. The most important
thing to remember is that a mirror standing
before you is an indicator to acknowledge it,

accept it and take steps of action for a favorable
resolution. Mirrors are a blessing and serve as a
reminder of stagnation/growth and where we are
headed on our current path.
We are really looking forward to this year and I
feel that it presents a year of expansion in self
awareness with ample experiences that require
situational choice for what we are in the process
of manifesting. Put simply since it seems that
some of those words were channeled (It appears
the message is for Jeffrey and I). Our desire is
to move to Oregon so that we can be closer to
family. We are addressing patience and it is not
like we haven’t been through this before with all
the guided moves that we have made. The
difference being, this time it is for us so you
might say we are attached and that has to be
tempered. The move always happens when the
timing is right.
Jeffrey and I wish you a joyful, abundant and
healthy New Year

Much Love,
Diane

Diane Rose Phillips
Spiritual Counselor
(888) 910-2038 or (661) 821-0446
www.serenitynews.com
diane@serenitynews.com

(Channeled by Diane)

As the energies of the old year trickle out of existence and the new
ones filter in you will witness the slumber subsiding and your internal
drive stimulated. It is a year of magnetism, for whatever can
be imagined and allowed will become a plausibility of your life. The
key is to show up (put energy toward), allow (all possibilities)
and flow (flexibility) with opportunities that are presented, while
detaching from the how and when. Many options are abandoned
because the brain controls the ways and means of reaching your
destination due to “narrow mindedness”. Are you open to the
possibility of the unknown’s providing a rewarding outcome other
than what your brain can perceive? Patience and perseverance is
called for as your path unfolds.
The body’s vulnerabilities will be apparent as this year offers internal
duality. Fight or Flight represents vacillation between the analytical
mind and your essence. As you resist stepping out of your comfort
zone gentle nudging with incremental increases of discomfort will be
administered until you move forward. Building the strength of your
own foundation creates ease and grace on your life’s journey with
ultimate success. What shall you choose?
Economic weakness is due to inept leadership that has been
propagating worldwide. The effect of fear is decimating upon your
countries due to the rise of power and corruption, within government
entities and the general electorate. This out of control momentum is
from a lack of participation within the populace. Your magnetic year
will deliberately manifest the overall consensus of the whole and
reflect itself back to you fiscally.
We Wish You Deliberate Clarity in
Establishing Your Foundation of Ultimate Success,

Serione`

Happy Valentines Day, Presidents’ Day, St. Patrick's’ Day, and Easter!

You’ve Emancipated
my heart!

I like the
clovers but
the green
beer?

Urp!
and eggs…
Mixing
Holiday’s is
Hard work.

Tell me
about
it.
Im so
confused
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As my mind can conceive of more good, the barriers
and blocks dissolve. My life becomes full of little
miracles popping up out of the blue.
~Louise L Hay

